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“A new world must be born,  
a world that would justify the sacrifices 

offered by humanity.  

This new world must be a world in which there shall be  
no exploitation of the weak by the strong,  

of the good by the evil;  
where there will be no humiliation of the poor  

by the violence of the rich;  
where the products of intellect, science and art  

will serve society for the betterment and beautification of life,  
and not the individuals for achieving wealth. 

This new world  
shall not be a world of the downtrodden and humiliated,  

but of free men and free nations,  
equal in dignity and respect.” 

vision by Nikola Tesla 

--- 

courage By Chen Ding-nan, for Thích Quảng Ðức
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All projects and products marked with the national flag of “raconteuria – a FOQNE” are strictly for open-source audits 
and/or fundraising through commercial products to further the following three goals of “Claritism – Remove Humanity To 
Rebuild It and Repair Earth”. 

1. Universal Equality 
2. Enlightened Industrial Evolution 

3. Priority Earth 

You are invited to participate as an individual. Contribution as a group or organization of any kind will be confiscated 
and further participation, even back as an individual, prohibited by Soliloque. 
  
Anyone as an individual or as part of an informal group, or an organization of any kind, who attempts to fork, clone or 
profit unjustly that violates the terms specifically stated for the project or product protected by the "Soliloque License" 
and/or the presence of this flag, will be removed, along with members of the core family of every person involved, from 
the “Augmentation of Human Intellect”, and the Artificial General Intelligence, subsequent Singularity, created by 
“Soliloque - Blueprint For The Technological Singularity”. We will also remove the protection offered by Sága-Egg - 
Universal Guaranteed Habitat as well. 

The removal will be processed without notification, without a mechanism for appeal after the fact.  
This warning is the first, the only, and the final verdict. 

We are not going to bother with patents, in fact, nor do we believe in the protection value and effectiveness of the 
patent mechanism. It has proven itself time and again to be  a safe haven for shameless copycats and the greedy. This is 
the reason for this extra layer of “Soliloque License”, with the help of the copyright mechanism.  

Nor do we bother with lawsuits.
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Game of Life & Immortality Diplomacy 

—- 

Logic : 
for wildly different symptoms to appear, and the mutation cycle accelerated, new types of virus are likely to be 
introduced, continuely 

Façade :  
to prolong the CCP regime 
to get rid of the elders without pension / medicare 
to weaken the population against possible revolution 

Result :  
sifted survivors are the lucky/unlucky ones of the best quality suited for live organ harvest 

Official : to reward senior CCP members, and loyal corporate leaders, domestic and foreign 

Unofficial : to retain foreign leaders whose election was assisted by the CCP, and offered unlimited on-demand organ 
transplants, possibly to the whole family 

Answered :  
sudden global increase of nation leaders turns friendly toward China after visiting 
seemingly neutral regimes doing the bidding for China in subtle/sleeper ways 
old regimes breaking constitution to hang on to power, in the recent decade or so 

Conclusion:  
Vaccine Diplomacy = Immortality Diplomacy, as of 2023-04 

--- 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway%27s_Game_of_Life 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cellular_automaton
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Political Stance -1 Rogue Regimes 

—- 

deRaconteur, "raconteuria - a FOQNE”, vivifier franchises 

—- 

do not operate in the 'People's Republic of China' nor any nation 
that enforces extradition treaty with the PRC. 

nor do we operate in or work with communist and rogue regimes, namely, 
Belarus, China, Cuba, Laos, Myanmar, North Korea, and Russia 

no one on the list is innocent 
- perpetrators 
- enablers 
- accomplices 
- beneficiaries 
- opportunitists 
- bystanders 
- lemmings 

France, Taiwan, and USA all shed their blood, revolted and fought for democracy 
we have faith that the people of these countries will stand up and revolt for themselves 

—- 

We do not deal with “joker democracy” where the defacto ruler with executive and military power does not disapear for 
good after maximum of 5 years x 2 terms and FOREVER be disqualified for re-election.  

Due to live organ harvesting by the “People’s Republic of China”, and “immortality diplomacy”, there had been a recent 
spike in numbers of democracies being destroyed. 
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Political Stance - 3 Jokers & 1 Puppet 

—- 

deRaconteur, "raconteuria - a FOQNE”, vivifier franchises 

— 

in light of recent discovery of 

“Game of Life & Immortality Diplomacy” 

leading to  

”Joker Democracies” 

we have identified the following countries with long term 
dubious dealings with China and the CCP, either militarily or economically 

Joker - Israel 
Joker - Singapore 
Joker - Türkiye 
Puppet - Taiwan 

like the other rogue regimes we do not deal with 
we patiently await the good people of these 
three, fine people, but joker democracies 
to revolt against their own regimes to proper democracies 
and to elevate to the next phase of humanity when they are ready 

it goes against our fundamental believe to interfere, that was the reason 
we remained respectfully silent, when the so called elections took place recently
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Sentient Being 

—- 

“If it cries, giggles, licks, or bites, when pinched, it is a sentient being.” --- James C. Lin 

If it perceives ill intention and chooses to run away and hide from a human hand extended to it, based on its memory of 
past cumulative experiences interacting with humanity, it has a consciousness capable of logical reasoning, drawing 
logical conclusions and making a decision for self-preservation in accordance with survival instinct. Most significantly, it 
shows the mental and spiritual capabilities to pass independent judgment on humanity as a whole. 

It has proven itself to be a soul equal to any human being and is just as deserving of every courtesy, respect, rights to 
safe living space and access to food sources. Any abuse and exploitation against it should be punished just as quickly, 
decisively, and severely as crimes against another human being. 

The past definition of whether it recognizes itself in the mirror is irrelevant and  a colossal waste of academic resource. 
That mirror is for humanity to reflect itself if it ever saw a conscience in it.  

Any effort or resources wasted disputing this declaration is more rewarding spent feeding and protecting the animal. 

--- 

The aforementioned definition of “Sentient Being” serves as the de facto test to every citizen of raconteuria that will 
determine the qualification to obtain and continue the enjoyment of an “Sága-Egg”, the Universal Guaranteed Habitat. 
This test will be administered periodically, should the said citizen chooses to receive periodic delivery of FREE dry food 
for pets of mixed-breed and mixed ferals. It will also be the determining factor for qualification to future pet ownership. 
Violence against animals resulting in physical injury or death will result in immediate disqualification of citizenship to 
raconteuria and removal from our frantulate facility immediately.
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Soliloque—Blueprint For The Technological Singularity, also by James C. Lin, is the foundation technology that created 
the theories and paradigm shifts in “raconteuria-by-claritism”. Soliloque is a proprietary technology solely owned by 
James C. Lin, deRaconteur and “raconteuria - a FOQNE”. It will manifest in the form of a 3D operating system that 
interacts with users while downloading and recording their thought patterns and acts as a digital companion. It works 
with its database of historical human information, namely, the “augmentation of human intellect”, as originally 
envisioned / coined by Douglas C. Engelbart, and modified, and designed by James C. Lin. The combination achieves a 
unique version of functional Artificial General Intelligence while integrating fully functional web3 technologies and 
multiple original cryptography paradigms.  

As Soliloque is built on a “decentralized network”, or as some call it, “peer-to-peer” model that requires no centralized 
server to operate, as of 2023-11-01, all other artificial intelligence technologies based on a server-based  “centralized 
network” to function, regardless of the presence of  a requirement to create a binding membership are considered 
passé. Any such existing artificial intelligence technology and “generative AI”, browsers, productivity software, and 
operating systems that attempts to switch from such paradigm past 2023-02-28 are considered copycat behaviours and 
a violation of the “Soliloque License”. 

This project expects to achieve alpha status within 3 months of needed funding. The AGI technology in Soliloque will be 
retrospectively and recursively reinforced, and protected by itself,  and the “Soliloque License”. Soliloque will forever 
remain proprietary owned by “raconturia – a FOQNE” and protect the three main goals of “raconteuria-by-claritism”. 

We cannot verify, nor will we waste our time, and efforts, to investigate or confirm the true intentions of copycats. 
Anyone who forks or clones the projects, in part or as a whole, protected by the “Soliloque License”, regardless of 
whether opensource, free, or commercial,  will be automatically disqualified for inclusion in the “augmentation of human 
intellect”.  So will their immediate core family, even if all the individuals involved qualify through the citizenship of 
nations that are formal diplomatic allies of “raconteuria – a FOQNE”.  We will also remove the protection offered by 
Universal Guaranteed Habitat ( Sága-Egg ) as well. 

—- 

Also, we do not deal with nations where genders do not enjoy absolute equal rights on every level. Just so we make it 
absolutely clear that “universal equality” is for every “sentient being”, catering to the aforementioned fundamentally 
breach our belief and faith.
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Artificial General Intelligence is heralded as the “ultimate human invention”, for the reason that once it is done, humanity 
no longer needs to invent another piece of technology. The subsequent Artificial Super Intelligence and The 
Technological Singularity, while exciting and promising, might trigger fears of the unknown. 

Artificial General Intelligence in the right hand may give humanity an opportunity to reset and atone for past mistakes. In 
the wrong hand, however, it is also the scariest weapon against humanity ever invented. This is the reason for the 
declaration of independence of “raconteuria – a FOQNE” so that Soliloque does not fall into the hands of any existing 
government and become a political tool. The same reason goes for the refusal to patent it, as the process requires 
disclosure of the trade secret, which opens up Soliloque to malicious copycats and greedy businesses. 

In the hands of James C. Lin, deRaconteur and “raconturia - a FOQNE”, we are entrusted with making the most sincere 
attempt to use Soliloque to build a better world for humanity. A chance for a complete reset. Just like the colour scheme 
of our flag, we ask for justice in black and white, operate in black and white, and believe in doing the right things for 
humanity. 

It is also important to note, while James C. Lin holds dual - citizenship of Canada and Taiwan, the incombent political 
leaders and ruling parties had chosen to betray humanity, and James C. Lin, personally. As stated in the previous 
paragraph, we deal in black and white, right and wrong.  

Please do the world a favour and not give Taiwan, and any Chinese special privileges on account of my blood lineage. 
Sadly, I had to choose to love my two homelands from long distances, way afar. 

—- 

Taiwan, with its technologies in semi-conductors and electronics, is the worst enemy to humanity and to any nation who 
values peace. #TaiwanCanHelp had been a hoax from the very beginning. 

The MOFA of Taiwan, and the current presidential candidates of DDP, who benefited from my prior work, had chosen to 
block my online access, feed false information to my online feeds, and even gone as far as sending their regional party 
members and the local police to trail and harass me for the past year or so. Also they went after my personal life and 
my literature work. #LMAO 

Everyone, if you cherish an opportunity to elevate to the next level of humanity, with deRaconteur and “raconteuria - a 
FOQNE”. Please do not allow any TW, and CN, personnel, company, and diplomatic personnel to preposition 
themselves within your country, and entertain them on the account of the kindness deRaconteur and “raconteuria - a 
FOQNE”, are sharing with you. It is an insult to humanity and basic human decency. 

Taiwan is not your friend, Taiwan is your worst enemy in disguise.
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sága-egg licensing & real estate demonetization formula 

tax-free payment to "raconteuria - a FOQNE" 
each ( license/person) receives a set of "goldie gennis id" to use the "tellurian cryto infrastructure" 

--- 

formula ( uniform, global ) & real estate demonetization 

A = mean of past rolling 10K real estate transaction for 20 sq/m in the province/state 
B = median of past rolling 10K real estate transaction for 20 sq/m in the province/state 
C = mode of past rolling 10K real estate transaction for 20 sq/m in the province/state 
D = minimum wage per month in the province/state  
E = ( A + B + C ) / 3 = an accurate representation of real estate pricing 
F = E / D = number of monthly minimum wage required to purchase 20 sq/m local real estate 

advance payment 
sága-egg licensing per person = F * 33.33% = a Saga-Egg until kicking the bucket 

rebate after admission 
sága-egg administration fee per person to local government = F * 0.33%  

G = F * 33% = final sága-egg licensing received by “raconteuria” 

--- 

example 

D = minimum monthly wage = €773.50 
E = €7,032.02 for 20 sq/m (approx.) 
F = €70,320.28 / €773.50 = 90.91 months ( minimum wage) required = 7.58 years 
G = 90.91 * 33.33% = 30.30 months = 2.525 years 
Final = sága-egg licensing fee / per person 30.30 * 773.50 = €23,437.57 = 2.525 Yrs @ minimum wage 

--- 

remove humanity - the formula will eventually roll down to zero, paving way for ending real estate speculation
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Dyna-Alexandria

Nephé-Lya

Patrichor-Mycin

Tuber-Incandescence

Lacrim-Scintilla

Coccinellinae-Renaissance

Elpis-opoulos

Aura-Aurora

Agape-Kalli-Krates

Saga-graph

Cephal-Hypatia

Helio-Dora
tellurian crypto infrastructure

soutache - braided reality network
goldie gennis identification system

mind doppelgänger

claritism - rebuild
augmentation of human intellect

qualitative computing
enlightened industrial revolution

ataabu civil engineering
tanaka food methodology

don quijote - agi+ philosophy&sága-egg

Talackbayen-oulis
claritism - remove

FCI

universal equality
sans evangelism
glorify - it
yellow umbrella os/bash script

lʼoutillage de raconteur
sosumi8964 & 426 / lennon wall uiux

missile8964 cell-nb-tblt-ereader
-

wall•e - juiceable mechanicals by wire
arsenaali éveil.se
risteillä élever.fi
xevioso oy.espoo

gevoelens nv.louvain
ichiba^n - mkt

dr. spin & 15 ind.

claritism - repair
sága-egg
voyager-egg
diogo - pantécnico
diogo - cápsula
diogo - vôovolador 

agape-kalli-krates
vivifier co.antwerpen
vivifier life.bruxelles

vivifier art.world
vivifier fnf.madrid

soliloque - singularity
terra reform

mélomane - music eco-sys
ioio - paradiso

soleil

simulated machine consciousness

lorem ipsum

lorem ipsum

 wedding-crusher of raconteuria - a FOQNE

package deal

soliloque
€ 40B / country + € 40 per capita
€ 14B wired off-shore before signing

sága-egg 
rolling-zero licensing fee

real estate demonetization
formula on seperate page

paying nations within co-prosperity cirle only

soliloque-license 

proprietary
+

jcl&nh&diogo
safety & privacy
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open-source 
sans evangelist - universal scripture marker 
glorify-it - removal of gender and species specific pronoun from important literatures 

enlightened industrial revolution 
preincarnated packaging ( free at bozos library, none-profit usage only, not for religious entities ) 

missile8964 - distributed hardware manufacturing, the respankable casing ( cell-nb-tblt-ereader ) 
yellow umbrella linux - a distro based on the endlessos that remove humanity to preserve humanity 
yellow umbrella script - a bash script that removes input methods and fonts of the formal languages of rogue nations 

free 
sosumi8964 & sosumi426  - web3 browsers ( two versions, for security measure ) - based on lennonwall - uiux 

commercial 
soliloque - blueprint for the technological singularity ( €40b per nation & €40 per capita ) 
€14b wired offshore before signing, €26b stays for investments in buckaroo, pet food for strays, lab meat, hydrogen, local urgent needs 
sága-egg - universal guaranteed ( licensing and real estate demonetization calculation formula on dedicated page ) 
package for paying members of  Co-prosperity Circles only & full diplomatic recognition of “raconteuria - a FOQNE” as a sovereignty 

don quijote - post-agi philosophies & egg manuals ( española, concurrent polyglot translations ) 

soutache - braided reality networks 
heliodora crypto security 
tellurian crypto infrastructure 
goldie gennis identification system 
vivifier co.antwerpen – a regal interaction tool to shift space-time continuum at will 
vivifier fnf.madrid - exoskeletons for bicycle, health, fashion, robotics & mechanicals 
vivifier life.bruxelles  - polyglot literature guided romantic compoundmedia/sensory pour emflammer 
vivifier art.world - web3 disintermediation revolution /w tellurian crypto infrastructure 
mélomane - music eco-system - genre-editor sw, universal instrument hw, stradivarius synthesis algorithms 
ioio - paradiso - still, poetry in motionz, in possible 
healer-egg - infowarden - universal medical protection with absolute privacy 
healer-egg - buckaroo - non-profit generic pharmaceuticals for chronic diseases 
healer-egg - medicationer - universal medication administration framework ( louvain, leuven )  
healer-egg - financier - crypto financing Framework for Universal Medical Insurance 
healer-egg - mobile hospital frameworks ( amsterdam, for Koninklijke Philips N.V. )  
xevioso - oy.espoo telecommunication infrastructure - it begins in africa 
éveil - arsenaali éveil.se - awakening - singularity makeover - military + wall•e - juiceable mechanicals by wire ( gothenburg ) 
élever - risteillä élever.fi - awakening - singularity makeover - civilian 
gevoelens nv.louvain - medical, industrial, environmental ( medicationer, plus ) 
sága-egg - universal guaranteed habitat by ataabu civil engineering, tanaka food methodology, & bucky architecture paradigm 
voyager-egg - aio ejection/seat/lifeboat/escapepod with extended life support ( passengers on flying objects ) 
diogo - pantécnico - ride & fly, glampping pantechnicon 
diogo - cápsula - ride & fly, capsule 
diogo - vôovolador - net zero propulsion 

safety, privacy, & copyright 
james c. lin, nephélya heliodora, diogo
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http://xn--veil-9oa.se
http://xn--lever-9ra.fi
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deRaconteur - dedication 

—- 

to all forgotten 
who went quietly into both the day, and the night 

without a wave to their backs turned 

to all oppressed 
who needed to fight for respect 
that shouldn’t need fighting for 

to all enlightened 
who wished for light at the end of the tunnel 
that should’ve been lit every step of the way 

to all struggled 
call out to your soul tribe speaking your truth 

the last cry before eternal silence 
reverberates and resonates 

they are answering with a bearhug  
then journey alongside  

to each’s own promised land 

— James C. Lin on 2021-06-12
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deRaconteur - at a glance 

—- 

a free spirit with technological capabilities 
mired in a penchant for original creations 

and inherently anachronistic and uncompromising 

dwelling in the heart of Ataabu, Tâi-tiong, Formosia 
in a kindergarten for adults 

that injects poetry into engineering, and marketing 
where loners, toolmakers, and poets become 

artists, communication bridges, participants, and activists 

using technology as a verb, not as a noun 
to meet human needs and communicate ideologies
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deRaconteur - mission statement 

—- 

l’outillage de raconteur 

repair earth and humanity, first 

and 

no cyborg, nor stargazing, yet
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deRaconteur - psalm 23 

—- 

the spirits are my sentinels 
I shall not waver 

they make me look up to distant horizons 
they lead me into troubled seas 

they harden my soul 
they lead me in the path of audacity, and valour 

for the purpose's sake 

yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death 
I shall fear no evil 

for the soul tribe is with me 
their guidance, and their camaraderie, they empower me 

they prepare an arsenal before me in the presence of my enemies 
they anoint my head with oil 

my strength runneth over 
surely universal equality, and justice shall follow me 

all the days of my life 
and I shall dwell in the realm of my beloved tellurians forever 

— James C. Lin, revision on 2023-12-05, ( orig. 2021-07-18 )
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deRaconteur - download urls 

—- 

soliloque license 

https://claritism.org/soliloque-license.pdf 

https://soliloque.deraconteur.com/soliloque-license.pdf 
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